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Modern Statistics 1

Abstract

"Modern" statistics may generate more replicable

characterizations of data, because at least in some respects

the influences of more extreme and less representative

scores are minimized. The present paper explains both

trimmed and Winsorized statistics, and uses examples to

concretely show the effects. Although the present paper

focuses on illustrations involving Winsorized or trimmed

means, these "modern" procedures can also be employed to

yield improved estimates of other statistics, such as

standard deviations or correlations.
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Modern Statistics 2

All "classical" statistics are centered about the

arithmetic mean, M. For example, the standard deviation (SD),

the coefficient of skewness (S), and the coefficient of

kurtosis (K) are all moments about the mean, respectively:

SDx = (Xi Mx) 2) / (n-1)) .5 = xi2) / (n-1) ) .5;

Coefficient of Skewnessx (SO = (I [(X-Mx )/SDPx ) / n; and

Coefficient of Kurtosisx (Kx) = [ (Xi -Mx) /SDx] 4) / n) 3.

Similarly, the Pearson product-moment correlation invokes

deviations from the means of the two variables being

correlated:

(E (Xi Mx) (Yi My) ) / n-1

(SDx * SDy)

The problem with "classical" statistics all invoking

the mean is that these estimates are notoriously influenced

by atypical scores (outliers), partly because the mean

itself is differentially influenced by outliers. Lind and

Zumbo (1993) noted that a single outlier can greatly bias

the statistics with the product being partially invalid
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Modern Statistics 3

results that are at least somewhat misleading. Furthermore,

the standard analysis of variance, Pearson product-moment

correlations, and least squares regression can have low

power with even a small deviation from normality (Wilcox,

1998; Wilcox, 1994). With regard to the Pearson-product

moment correlation Wilcox (1998) argued

A basic problem with correlation is that it is

not resistant. That is, a single unusual value,

or a small change in many values, can affect a

Pearson product-moment correlation to the point

that one fails to detect associations that are

revealed when more modern methods are used.

Additionally, confidence intervals and measures of effect

size can be extremely misleading with a slight deviation in

normality (Wilcox, 1998).

Another problem arises with regard to the mean as the

classical measure of location when conducting a random

effects ANOVA test. The problem with regard to the ANOVA is

the assumption of equal variances (Wilcox, 1994). The

assumption of equal variances, when violated, distorts the

Type I error rate which also indicates a possible problem

with regard to power. The other problem concerns the

assumption of normality.
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Modern Statistics 4

There are many problems when assuming that a

distribution is normal. According to Wilcox (1997),

To believe in the normal distribution implies

that only two numbers are required to tell us

everything we need to know about the

probabilities associated with a random variable:

the population mean (g) and the population

variance (a2).

Micceri (1989) noted,

Today's literature suggests a trend toward

distrust of normality; however, this attitude

frequently bypasses psychometricians and

educators.

Micceri (1989) stressed that although the arithmetic mean,

standard deviation, and Pearson product moment have not

been proven to be robust in nonnormal distributions,

textbooks and the literature are inundated with the

normality assumption (Micceri, 1989).

The traditional Student's t test and Welch's test

(1947) also have problems with regard to robustness when

working with nonnormal distributions. Generally, the

independent samples t test is robust to Type I error when

sample sizes are equal but nonrobust otherwise (Sawilowsky

& Blair, 352). Wilcox (1998) has also found a problem with
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Modern Statistics 5

regard to Student's t test. The population variance is not

robust meaning, small changes in the distribution tails can

alter the variance of the population. Small departures can

inflate the population variance and furthermore the

standard error of the mean can become inflated and hence

lower power (Keselman, Kowalchuk & Lix, 1998; Wilcox,

1998).

Distributions can be skewed, have heavy tails, and as

stated before, random samples often have outliers. When a

distribution is skewed it is more difficult is to get an

accurate confidence interval for the mean causing problems

when hypothesis testing. Keselman et al. (1998) and Wilcox

(1994) noted that the population mean as a measure of

location is questionable when the distribution is skewed.

On a more applied level, when a distribution is skewed

questions arise in terms of what a typical participant is

in the study (Wilcox, 1997). And as stated before, power

can be low when comparing groups due to outliers and heavy

tailed distributions. There are methods for hypothesis

testing that when a distribution is normal has good power

and when a distribution is not normal still has good power

compared to classical methods that are based on means

(Wilcox, 1997).
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The mean is a measure of location, which reflects what

the typical participant is like. The mean fails typically

in doing this because it is heavily influenced by the tails

of the distribution. In other words, very few participants

in the tail of a distribution can influence the mean

profoundly. Thus, the mean is not representing the typical

participants in the study. Hogg (1974) also stressed that

the mean is an extremely bad estimator of the middle of a

symmetrical distribution.

In response to these common problems, researchers have

developed alternative "modern statistics" that can be

employed to mitigate these problems. At the time his

article was written, Hogg (1974) stressed the use of

"modern" statistics amid the flurry of research in the area

of robustness since the 1960's. The purpose of the present

paper is to describe some of these "modern statistics".

Outlier Detection and Deletion

Before discussing "modern" methods some may ask why

outliers cannot be simply discarded and the rest of the

data be using standard hypothesis testing methods (Wilcox,

1998)? One of the most common approaches to solving the

problem on outliers is to basically search the data and

when outliers are identified throw them out. This is

typically called outlier identification (Lind & Zumbo,
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1993). There are several disadvantages to this method and

it's use is not recommended.

The most obvious problem is the question of randomness

of the data after cleaning the data. Removing unwanted data

creates bias and compromises the pure randomness of the

data set. Subsequently, any conclusions that are made about

causality are compromised.

Another disadvantage is that many data sets are too

large and this method would be impractical (Lind & Zumbo,

1993). Also, rejecting data that falls outside three

standard deviations from the mean implies the mean and

standard deviation are biased. In other words, the mean and

standard deviation originate in the same data set that

includes the outliers thus making the accuracy of this

method somewhat circuitous. Finally, setting the cutoff too

low will increase the chances of throwing out valuable data

on the other hand, while setting the cutoff too high may

result in keeping data points that are meant to be thrown

out which is a waste of time because there will still be

outliers that were meant to be rejected (Lind & Zumbo,

1993) .

"Winsorizing"

"Modern" Statistics
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One of the "modern" methods "Winsorizes" (recommended

by Charles P. Winsor) the score distribution by

substituting less extreme values for more extreme values

(Thompson, 1999). The procedure begins by ordering the

samples data points by magnitude (Sachs, 1982). Then, the

outlier is replaced by the value next to it. For the values

21, 34, 29, 20, 25, 99 they would be ordered as 20, 21, 25,

34, 99. Then, the extreme value would be replaced by the

adjacent value because it is regarded as unreliable (i.e.,

20, 21, 25, 34, 34). Both sides of the scores in order can

also be Winsorized (Thompson, 1999). In a set of 20 skewed

scores the 4th score (e.g., 140) may be substituted for

scores 1 through 3, and in the other tail the 17th score

(e.g., 312) may be substituted for scores 18 through 20.

Symbolically, the Winsorized mean is represented by:

Xw = 1/n E wi

The mean of this Winsorized distribution in Table 1

(e.g., Mx. = 210.10) thus becomes less extreme than the

original value (e.g., Mx = 225.25). The effect of

Winsorizing is to give less weight to the values in the

tails while at the same time allowing more attention to be

paid to the data in the middle (Wilcox, 1997). By
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Modern Statistics 9

transforming the tails, the Winsorized mean is closer to

the central portion of the distribution.

"Trimming"

Another "modern" alternative "trims" the more extreme

scores and then computes a "trimmed" mean. The sample

trimmed mean is computed by taking a random sample X1,

,Xn and let X (1) < X (2) . . <X(n) be the data written in-

ascending order (Wilcox, 1997). The desired amount of

trimming is chosen by the researcher (y can equal 10% or any

other logical value). For example, 20% trimming means that

20% of the largest percent is removed from the data points

and 20% of the smallest percent is also removed from the

data points (Wilcox, 1997; Wilcox, 1998). After the removal

of the largest and smallest data points (g) the data points

that remain are then averaged:

X(g+1) + . .+ X(n-g)

5ft =

n-2g

The value for trimming the mean (y) is chosen by the

researcher. This poses another problem. For example, if y is

too small, the trimmed mean can still be overly influenced

by outliers. However, if y is too large, the standard error

can be too large compared to the standard error of the
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Modern Statistics 10

sample mean. Wilcox (1997) recommends a y from 0 to .25 with

.20 being the optimal percentage.

Wilcox (1994) notes that as y increases, power also

increases for heavy tailed distributions. As stated before

as the trimmed population mean, gt, can be closer to most of

the data in a skewed distribution (Wilcox, 1994). However,

power decreases when distributions are normal. In this

example, .15 of the distribution is trimmed from each tail.

The resulting mean in (e.g., Mx_ = 203.29) is thereby closer

to the median of the original distribution, which has

remained 183.50.

Estimation

Another "modern" method uses M-estimators to determine

whether a data point is an outlier (Wilcox, 1998). If

outliers are detected empirically then adjustments are made

by trimming (Wilcox, 1998). M-estimators allow for one-tailed

trimming even though two-tailed trimming is best when the

ultimate goal is the accuracy of confidence intervals

(Wilcox, 1998).

Summary

In theory, "modern" statistics may generate more

replicable characterizations of data, because at least in

some respects the influence of more extreme scores, which

12
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Modern Statistics 11

are less likely to be drawn in future samples from the

tails of a non-uniform (non-rectangular or non-flat)

population distribution, has been minimized (Thompson,

1999). In other words, one is less likely to draw these

data points from the population in future samples because

they are so extreme. Future samples may draw outliers but

it is probably unlikely or they will be different scores

from previous samples drawn.

Wilcox (1998) stressed that psychology journals are

inundated with nonsignificant findings that would have been

statistically significant if only more "modern" methods were

used. "Classical" statistics like the mean can be severely

affected by a single outlier, thus affecting the types of

analyses we use such as Students t, Pearson product-moment

correlation and ANOVA. Since the 1960's more robust

techniques have been found to work for nonnormality (Hogg,

1974; Wilcox, 1998). Winsorizing and trimming the mean do not

even require a computer and undergraduates can even learn to

do these "modern" methods by hand. The problem is that most

researchers are unaware or, if they are aware, still do not

make use of these "modern" methods. Concretely describing the

differences between "classical" and "modern" statistics can

help to bring about awareness of new methods. Reliance on old

methods can seriously flaw the type of research that is

13
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currently being produced as it has in the past thirty years.

It is necessary to implement these new methods. A way to

begin could be to help applied scientists understand the

flaws in the old concepts and advances in new methods.

14
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Table 1

Examples of Two "Modern" Statistics: Winsorized and Trimmed

Mean

Id X X' X-

1

2

3

133
135
137

140
140
140

4 140 140 140
5 145 145 145
6 160 160 160
7 163 163 163
8 169 169 169
9 174 174 174
10 179 179 179
11 188 188 188
12 199 199 199
13 220 220 220
14 246 246 246
15 262 262 262
16 289 289 289
17 312 312 312
18 355 312
19 399 312
20 500 312

M 225.25 210.10 203.29
Md 183.50 183.50 183.50
SD 100.58 66.90 54.41
S 1.43 .56 .85
K 1.63 -1.34 -.42
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